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MUD-JACK CORRECTS
SETTLED PAVEMENTS
The principle of operation
of the Mud-Jack is based
upon the well known law
of hydrostatics that" pres-
sure is exerted with equal
intensity in all directions1'.
It is the same principle
which is applied in the op-
eration of hydraulic ele-
vators or pneumatic lifts.
A pressure of 1 lb. per sq.
in. exerted by the machine
is more than sufficient to
raise the pavement. High-
er pressures are sometimes
necessary first to pry the
slab loose from the sub-
grade.
Y//777/77.
ASPECIAL combination mixer and pump, the Mud-Jack, has been developed by National EquipmentCorporation for correcting settlements in rigid
types of pavements. It mixes earth and water, with
sufficient cement to take up the shrinkage, and then
forces the mixture through holes drilled in the slab.
Without detouring traffic, the portable Mud-Jack
brings the slab back to the original grade at a very small
cost. Dips from 1" to 18" deep are corrected with equal
ease—and future settlements can be corrected even more
economically.
The actual operation of the machine begins with a
mixing action in the tank which contains a number of
revolving paddles. A mobile mixture of soil, cement and
water flows into two large cylinders, one at each side of
the machine. Pistons then force the mud from these
cylinders through a 2l/i inch hose into holes drilled
through the concrete slab.
The Mud-Jack, one of the many products built by
National Equipment Corporation, reflects the continued
progress of N. E. C. in highway machinery and N. E. C.
leadership in engineering development.
National Equipment
C orporation N 30th St.&WConcordia Ave.Milwaukee, Wisconsin
•
FEBRUARY, i932
THE
AMERICAN SOCIETY
OF
MECHANICAL ENGINEERS
ANNOUNCE THEIR ANNUAL
STEAMER DANCE
AT THE OHIO UNION
FRI., MARCH 4, 1932 , 9 to 12
Charley Bennett's Orchestra
Assessment $1.00 per couple
Get tickets from Pracher Reinicke
Vanatta Vorac
Mussman Billings
The OHIO STATE ENGINEER
BEAUX ARTS BALL
SPONSORED BY
ARCHITECTURAL, FINE ARTS,
LANDSCAPE STUDENTS
At this annual jubilee will be presented some of the
most unique and original of costumes representing the
Latin Quarter. Don't miss this gay festival of color
and brilliant entertainment.
MUSIC BY
SCARLET MASK BAND
DANCE FROM 9 - 1
AT
ARLINGTON COUNTRY
CLUB
FRIDAY, MARCH 4, 1932
$2.00 PER COUPLE
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